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Yangqin (扬琴) is treated as one kind of traditional musical instrument in China, and the English 
name follows GB/T 33726—2017 Musical instrument’s Chinese generic name (p. 4) in this 
document. There is also one specialized industry standard for it as QB/T 1949—2021. 
 

1. Proposal 
I propose three extended Suzhou Numeral–like letters in this document, which are used for 
Cantonese Music (广东音乐/粤乐1). Note that the use of “HANGZHOU” (杭州) in the names of 
encoded Suzhou Numerals is a misnomer, so it’s better to use “SUZHOU” (苏州) for the proposed 
characters directly. 

UCS Glyph Character Name 

U+16FF4  SUZHOU NUMERAL YANGQIN SLOW TWO 

U+16FF5  SUZHOU NUMERAL YANGQIN SLOW THREE 

U+16FF6  SUZHOU NUMERAL YANGQIN SLOW FOUR 

 
Script: Han 
 
The UCD information is shown as below. Other properties values are the same as other 

 
1 In modern Chinese, 广东音乐 and 粤乐 mean the same thing, but there are other kinds of music in Guangdong 
Province, like 潮乐 in Teochow Region, 汉乐 in Hakka Region and so on. There are at least three ethnic branches 
(民系) of the Han nationality: Cantonese (广府), Teochow (潮汕) and Hakka (客家), but the most well-known is 
still 广府, that means so many people make 广东 equals 广府. The term 广东音乐 was called by the people 
outside Guangdong firstly, especially in Shanghai in 1920s and 1930s, but so many music textbooks still use this 
term in China, and 潮乐 and 汉乐 are not included in 广东音乐 , which is different from 粤菜 (Cantonese 
cuisine). Also see [HZ2015], pp. 47-51. 

https://std.samr.gov.cn/gb/search/gbDetailed?id=71F772D8197CD3A7E05397BE0A0AB82A
https://hbba.sacinfo.org.cn/stdDetail/fb0302e716208e4e62e0599c4e56ef8886e3e271845aabec734348a2ac52cc52
rick
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Hangzhou (Suzhou) Numerals. 

16FF4;SUZHOU NUMERAL YANGQIN SLOW TWO;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;; 

16FF5;SUZHOU NUMERAL YANGQIN SLOW THREE;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;; 

16FF6;SUZHOU NUMERAL YANGQIN SLOW FOUR;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;; 

 
Note that the real SUZHOU NUMERAL YANGQIN SLOW ONE should be unified with U+3026 
〦, and these characters are not really used for ordering, so I suggest use Lo not Nl as the 
General Category values, and no Numeric values. 
 
2. Introduction 
According to [YJ2020], Yangqin (扬琴) is one kind of cosmopolitan musical instrument, which is 

related to dulcimer. The author distinguished three major systems in the world: European and 
Oceanian and North American, West and South Asian (Persian), East and North and Southeast 
Asian (Chinese). The origin and development of Yangqin in ancient times is very hard to clarify 
due to the lack of historical materials. 
In ancient China, Yangqin was called as 洋琴 (foreign musical instrument), 扬琴 (musical 
instrument originating from Yangzhou/扬州), 蝴蝶琴 (butterfly-shaped musical instrument), 
蝙蝠琴 (bat-shaped musical instrument), 瑶琴 and 敲琴 (musical instrument that makes 
sounds by striking), 铜丝琴 (musical instrument with copper strings) and so on. There are 
several statements for the origin and development in China: originating from the ancient 
musical instrument Zhu (筑), originating from Yangzhou (扬州), developing from the Uyghur 
musical instrument Qalun, and so on. In the end of Qing Dynasty (清代), Yangqin had been 

popular in Guangzhou (aka Canton) and the surrounding Chinese Yue-dialects speaking area. 
Fig. 2.1 shows the popular instrument form of Yangqin at that time, which is different from 401 
and 402 Yangqin defined in QB/T 1949. 
 

 

Fig. 2.1 Yangqin collected in the Metropolitan Museum of Art 
 
When we play Yangqin, we need to use two flexible bamboo hammers (琴竹/琴箸) in our hands 

to strike the strings as Fig. 2.2 shows. When we use the left-hand flexible bamboo hammer first, 
the kind of performance method is called as 左竹法; when we use the right-hand one first, it is 

https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/500595
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called as 右竹法. These two performance methods and the mixed method are all included for 
Cantonese Music. Cantonese Music is called as one of several important kinds of folk art 
expression forms in Cantonese Region (it means 广府地区 here) with Cantonese Yueju Opera 
(粤剧), Cantonese Yuequ Show (粤曲) and Lingnan School of Painting (岭南画派). In fact, the 
Cantonese musicians also play the music for other expression forms like Cantonese Nanyin 
Show (广东南音, not only 地水南音), Cantonese Yue’ou Show (粤讴) and so on by Yangqin. In 
fact, the relationship between Cantonese Music and the music part for other forms like 
Cantonese Yueju Opera, Cantonese Yuequ Show, Cantonese Nanyin Show and so on is very close. 
 

 

Fig. 2.2 Flexible bamboo hammers used for Yangqin collected in the Metropolitan Museum of Art 
 

The first textbook on Yangqin is 《琴學新編》 written by 丘鶴儔 in 1920s (see [HT1977])1. 
He is the representative figure of 左竹法; he also put forward 10 kinds of detailed performance 
methods and the corresponding symbols derived from Suzhou Numerals. Later, he wrote 《絃
歌必讀》2  without the detailed performance methods. When he wrote 《琴學精華》 and 

《國樂新聲》 , he extended the detailed performance methods. However, the earliest 10 
detailed performance methods were still stable to be inherited in other later books. At the same 
time, 易其仁 wrote 《粤曲揚琹譜》 and used the same detailed performance methods (see 
[WK2019]). After 1949, 陈德钜 wrote 《扬琴演奏法》 (see [CD1957]) and 陳俊英 wrote 
《揚琴竹法入門》 (see [CJ1958]) to inherit this system. The representative figure of 右竹法 
is 嚴老烈 (嚴興堂). 
According to [GS2023] (pp. 144-156), Yangqin was reformed and developed after 1949 on 
expanding the diapason, flexible bamboo hammers, string, electronization and adding new 
fittings. 

 

 
1  He trusted the Yangqin is a kind of musical instrument originating from Yangzhou, and it was named after 
Yangzhou. 
2 [HZ2015], p. 54 shows the publishing time of 《絃歌必讀》 was earlier than 《琴學新編》. 

https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/500595
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3. Detail 
These ten detailed performance methods and the corresponding symbols are shown as below. 

UCS Definition Duration HT1977 CD1957 CJ1958 LY2000 KQ2003 

U+3021 
〡 

順一打 1/4 beat 
     

U+3022 
〢 

順二打 1/2 beat 
     

U+3023 

〣 
順三打 3/4 beat 

   
(missing) 

 

U+3024 
〤 

順四打 1 beat 
     

U+3026 

〦 
慢一打 1/2 beat 

     

*U+16FF4 
 

慢二打 1 beat 
     

*U+16FF5 
 

慢三打 3/2 beats 
     

*U+16FF6 
 

慢四打 2 beats 
     

U+4E00 
一 

齊打 unfixed 
    

(missing) 

U+3007 

〇 
密打 unfixed 

    
(missing) 

 
For the font style, [HT1977] is written as the common Hanzi or Suzhou Numeral, but other 
sources are designed as sanserif symbol. This system was derived from Suzhou Numeral, so the 
default style should follow Suzhou Numeral. And, the two earliest books (see [HT1977] & 
[WK2019]) show style like Suzhou Numeral and Hanzi more. 
For 順一打, the [HT1977] glyph is similar to U+4E36 丶, but it had been modified to U+3021 
〡 in [WK2019]. [CD1957] and [CJ1958] also followed [WK2019]. This one is derived from 
Suzhou Numeral One on the rationale, so it is better to use U+3021 〡 in standardization. 
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4. Picture 
There are 19 pictures related to 6 books in this part. 
In Figs. 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4, there are four vertical sub-lines in one vertical lines. The first vertical 
sub-line is for the detailed performance methods of Yangqin (扬琴竹法), the second line is for 
the scales of Gongche musical notation for Cantonese Music, the third line is for the musical 
rhythm of Gongche musical notation for Cantonese Music (粤乐工尺叮板), and the fourth line 
is for the song lyrics. 
Figs. 4.2 and 4.3 mean the same song, which is the most famous one of Cantonese Nanyin Show, 
and the name is 《客途秋恨》. The most classic performers of 《客途秋恨》 are 白駒榮 
(the father of 白雪仙), 杜煥 , 新馬師曾 , 阮兆輝 , 唐健垣 and so on. 《客途秋恨》  was 
adapted in the movies of the same name in 1931, 1936 and 1949. This song was also used in the 

famous Hong Kong movie Rouge (《胭脂扣》) starred by Anita Mui (梅艷芳) and Leslie Cheung 
(張國榮). TVB produced the drama Seven Sisters (《七姊妹》) starred by Kwong Wa (江華) and 
Anne Heung (向海嵐), and based on the story of 《客途秋恨》. 
Note that Cantonese Nanyin Show and Fujian Nanyin Music (福建南音) share the same Chinese 
name, but they are totally different. 
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Fig. 4.1 [HT1977], p. 145 

The original source is 《琴學新編》, p. 17. 
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Fig. 4.2 [HT1977], p. 150 

The original source is 《琴學新編》, p. 227. 
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Fig. 4.3 [WK2019], p. 174 

The original source is 《粤曲揚琹譜》, pp. 202-203 
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Fig. 4.4 [WK2019], p. 175 
The original source is 《粤曲揚琹譜》, pp. 276-277 
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Fig. 4.5 [CD1957], p. 16 
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Fig. 4.6 [CD1957], p. 19 
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Fig. 4.7 [CD1957], p. 21 
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Fig. 4.8 [CD1957], p. 23 
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Fig. 4.9 [CD1957], p. 30 
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Fig. 4.10 [CD1957], p. 35 
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Fig. 4.11 [CD1957], p. 37 
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Fig. 4.12 [CD1957], p. 39 
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Fig. 4.13 [CD1957], p. 41 
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Fig. 4.14 [CD1957], p. 46 
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Fig. 4.15 [CJ1958], p. 12 

 

 

Fig. 4.16 [CJ1958], p. 13 
(The last one in this picture is not stable for this system.) 
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Fig. 4.17 [LY2000], p. 294 
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Fig. 4.18 [LY2000], p. 295 
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Fig. 4.19 [KQ2003], p. 96 
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The representative glyphs in this document were modified from Source Han Serif, and MY1L 
provided the strong support. 
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text clearer. 
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in Guangzhou in November 25 and 26, 2023. Please see the introduction page. 
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